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A. auto
B. transparent
C. blocking
D. desirable
E. on
F. forwarding
Answer: A,D,E

NEW QUESTION: 2
A company is developing a travel portal application using three
Web services to complete the booking process for flights,

hotels and car rental. The booking process is successful only
if all three Web services are successful in completing the
booking of flights, hotels and car rental. Which of the
following statement is true for the Web service client
implementation to accomplish the booking process requirement?
A. Create a global transaction using Java Transaction API (JTA)
User Transaction interface
B. Enable WS-Coordination only for the 3 Web services
C. Create a global transaction using Java Transaction API (JTA)
User Transaction interface and enable WS-Atomic Transaction for
the 3 Web services
D. Enable WS-Atomic Transaction only for the 3 Web services
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 3
The Cost Accountant has reported to the Production Supervisor
that the Work Order transactions are not
getting transferred to Costing.
Identify the reason for work order transactions not getting
transferred to Costing.
A. The Costing Interfaced Attribute is enabled in the resource
definition.
B. The Costing Interfaced Attribute is not enabled in the
resource definition.
C. The Manage Item Rules setup is not complete.
D. The item was made inactive after the Work Order transaction.
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 4
Which two features are used for inspection when IPv6 address
glean is enabled? (Choose two.)
A. ICMPv6 messages
B. TCP messages
C. ND messages
D. DHCP messages
E. UDP messages
Answer: C,D
Explanation:
IPv6 address glean is the foundation for many other IPv6
features that depend on an accurate binding table. It
inspects ND and DHCP messages on a link to glean addresses, and
then populates the binding table with these
addresses. This feature also enforces address ownership and
limits the number of addresses any given node is
allowed to claim.
Reference:
http://www.cisco.com/c/en/us/td/docs/ios-xml/ios/ipv6_fhsec/con
figuration/15-s/ip6f-15-s-book/ip6snooping.html
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